Clinical History:
Vomiting started two weeks ago after stopping Cyclosporine treatment for his historical meningitis. Has been anemic for one month with lethargy and slightly decreased appetite (still eats, just slower to finish).

Findings:

Image 1 (Frame Number: 71, Transit Time: 0:00:43)

First esophageal frame

Image 2 (Frame Number: 90, Transit Time: 0:00:54)

Normal esophagus
Gastric mucosal erythema and suspect erosions

Irregular gastric mucosa with evidence of hemorrhage

Irregular gastric mucosa and suspect erosion

First duodenal image

Major duodenal papilla

Irregular duodenal mucosa
Minor duodenal papilla

Dilated lacteal

Beginning of first jejunal lesion

First jejunal lesion with ulcerated mass effect

Blood associated with first jejunal lesion

Start of irregular jejunal mucosa associated with second jejunal lesion
Second abnormal area in jejunum

Second area of jejunum with irregular mucosa

Normal distal SI mucosa

First colonic image

Normal colonic mucosa

Final image
Finding Summary and Recommendations:

Findings:
There are 34841 images in 16h11m46s of study time.

The esophagus and esophageal transit time are normal. The gastric transit time is subjectively mildly prolonged at just over 4.5 hours. The gastric mucosa is irregular in areas, with several small erosions seen with evidence of previous hemorrhage. In the very proximal duodenum, there is some mildly irregular mucosa and very few single dilated lacteals. The rest of the duodenum appears normal. In the mid-SI, in the jejunum, based on the capsule time (47 mins of small bowel time), there is a mass effect with mucosa that is very irregular pale and ulcerated, with evidence of bleeding. The mucosa distal to this area looks normal for approximately 3 mins, or 133 frames, when more pale and abnormal and ulcerated mucosa is seen again. The SI distal to this second lesion is normal. Much of the colonic mucosa is visible and appears normal.

Interpretation:
The irregular mucosa seen in the stomach and proximal duodenum are more consistent with changes typically seen with chronic inflammation, though histopathology would be necessary to make a diagnosis. The lesions seen in the jejunum are more concerning for neoplasia. It is not clear whether the 2 lesions represent one long lesion or 2 separate lesions. If the capsule moved through this area slowly, the time and number of frames may not accurately reflect the distance and one longer lesion is possible. Given the appearance of the mucosa in this area, this lesion is more likely responsible for the anemia and microcytosis in this dog’s history. The erosions and bleeding seen in the stomach may also be contributing. The prolonged gastric transit time could be due to gastric hypomotility related to the underlying disease.

Recommendations:
1) Surgery would be the best next step, to further investigate and resect the abnormal area of small intestine and submit for histopathology. At the same time, biopsies of the stomach and the rest of the SI could also be considered. Given that this dog is currently on steroids, this should be factored into any decisions and weaning the dose should be considered if possible.
2) Recommend continuing the omeprazole and sucralfate for the gastric erosions. Consider changing the dose of omeprazole to 1mg/kg PO q12.
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